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RNC-128
PHASE II PROVIDES CHANCE FOR SHARING RESPONSIBILITY, DOLE SAYS
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA-- Republican National Committee Chairman Bob Dole
said today that Phase II of Presidenl Nixon's economic policy provides an
opportunity to business and labor for sharing the responsibility of a sound
prosperity.
Speaking before the Western States Republican Conference, the Kansas
Senator said the new Pay Board will help achieve "cooperation and participation
from both the business and labor sectors of the economy."
"By the es tab 1i shment of a tripartite Pay Board, composed of 1abor,
business and public representatives," Dole said, "(the President) has highlighted
the necessity -- the vital requirement -- for a broadly-based national effort
and full cooperation from all sectors of the economy."
"Organized labor-- and legitimately so --expected to play an important
part in implementing the policy affecting its membership," Dole added.

"But

a three-sided Board has been established, and labor has its place on that Board
and a say in the administration of Phase II policy. And, now, labor -- along
with business and the Administration -- has its share of the responsibility,
the obligation, of making this policy effective -- on behalf of its members and
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the entire nation."
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in addition
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of Defense Melvin Laird will be in Leavonworth on Nov. 23.
Dole will accompany the Secretary, and included on their
't \.n~enry
1.1 bo " tour of tho Command and GeDeral Staff
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(no other info is available at this time, but I expect there
will be either a luncheon or dinner at which time both men
will have remarks. shall strive to make advance texts avail-

